The influence of fluctuations of the shape degree of freedom in collisions of deformed nuclei with energies between 0.8 and 2.1 GeV/nucleon is analyzed on the basis of an intranuclear cascade simulation for the strongly deformed systems 4 6~i + 4 % and IMEr+'@'~r. While there is a considerable sensitivity of the global event variables to the orientation for polarized beams and targets, this dependence disappears in the average over all orientations for impact parameter selected and integrated events. The dependence of the nuclear stopping and thermalization on the size of the syskm under consideration and on the bombarding energy is also investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
We recently proposed' to investigate polarized shape orientations in central heavy-ion collisions at relativistic energies. This study is motivated by successful experimental verification of collective flow effects2 predicted early in the fluid dynamical m~d e l ,~ in which the incoming nuclei are assumed to be spheres of nuclear matter with a homogeneous distribution of nucleons inside. Taking into account that many nuclei have nonspherical shapes even in their ground state, it appears advisable to point out how far the simplifying assumption of spherical nuclei instead of deformed ones affects the experimentally available observables.
In an experiment with nonpolarized beams and targets one deals with a large number of reactions so that the measurement can be interpreted as an ensemble average over collisions between deformed nuclei with different orientations which smear out the effects of deformation. From this point of view shape deformations can be considered as a fluctuation of the spherical shape. In this paper we Want to study the effects of impact parameter averaging and orientation averaging which allow direct comparison to experimental data and propose a method with which the forecast polarization effects could be studied.
After a discussion of the results obtained from central collisions with polarized beams and targets in Sec. 11, we discuss the effects on observables if the selection of central reactions is given up in Sec. 111. Further insight into the reaction mechanism is obtained from an orientation average of central collisions in Sec. IV. In Sec. V the experimental situation is simulated by averaging both over the orientations and over a range of impact Parameters. The Summary and concluding remarks are given in Sec.
VI.

CENTRAL COLLISIONS OF DEFORMED POLARIZED NUCLEI
The relativistic collision process is described microscopically using the intranuclear cascade simulation program of Cugnon et ~1 .~
We consider collisions of the symmetric systems 46Ti+46~i and ' 6 6~r + 1 6 6~r which exhibit strong ground state quadrupoie deformations (ß2=0.28 and 0.31, respectively576) at relativistic energies (0.8 and 2.1 GeV/nucleon).
Two extreme relative orientations are studied, namely the case of a "head on head" collision (HOH), where the direction of the maximum elongation of both nuclei coincides with that of the beam axis [ Fig. l(a) ], and the case "belly on belly" (BOB), where the "heads" of both nuclei from the HOH constellation have been rotated by an angle of 8=90° in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis We consider the following characteristic obse~ables:
FIG. 1. Illustration of the compression and expansion stage in a central wllision. The density at different reaction times as indicated is plotted for the three constellations. The head on head collision corresponds to (a), the belly on belly orientation to (b), and the reaction of two spherical nuclei (46Ti + 46Ti at 2.1 GeV/nucleon) is illustrated in (C).
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-(1) the maximum compression p/po obtained during the course of the collision in the central region of the reaction (i.e., the number of particles in a sphere in the Center of the c.m. frame with radius R =2 fm);
(2) the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions per reaction Nm',; (3) the number of pions N, at the breakup time (t-15 fm/c);
(4) the number of particles detected by the plastic ball detector Nml; ( 5 ) the global variables aspect ratio R 13; and (6) the flow angle eF defined in the c.m. frame.7r8
All results presented here are obtained by 1000 (500) intranuclear cascade simulations for the system ' ' % +46Ti ( ' 6 6~r + 1 6 6~r ) , respectively. They have been performed on the AP164 processor at Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI), with a run time for 4 6~i of < 3 sec per event. All observables discussed above have been listed for the cases BOB, HOH, and SOS in Table I .
The most significant differences for central collisions of polarized beams and targets occur in the mean flow angle OF. Considering the distribution of OF and its mean value for all three constellations, this variable seems appropriate to discriminate HOH collisions from all other cases. ' The HOH collision seems to be most equilibrated in comparison to all other cases resulting in the largest collision numbers, the smallest aspect ratio but the largest flow angles, the highest densities and the largest pion numbers. This is understandable in terms of the increase of the effective target thickness in this constellation.
We observe a significant change in transparency within the considered systems: in the case of BOB collisions we obtain more spectators than in the spherical case, while in HOH reactions less spectators are found.
The apparent decrease of spectators in the HOH configuration is a consequence of the favorable geometry, as in such collisions each individual projectile nucleon has to pass through a larger spatial region of target gas (elongation along the beam axis) than in the case of a collision of two spherical nuclei (see Fig. 1 ). The same argument also applies to the BOB constellations, where fewer collisions are expected. The SOS case finally lies in between the values obtained for the two extreme orientations.
Note that the occurrence of multiple collisions suffered by one single nucleon is confirmed by the fact that NcoI1 as a function of the mass number A increases much faster than A2" which is expected from geometric single scattenng considerations. Although the mean number of collisions per nucleon is larger by a factor of 2 for the heavier system [at 2.1 GeV/nucleon, ( NcOl1 ) / nucleon=4.7 for 4 6~i (SOS), ( Nmll ) /nucleon = 8.5 for 1 6 6~r (SOS)], multiple scattering is already observed in the relatively small system 4 6~i + 46T.i.
In contrast to the hydrodynamic scenano where the scaling properties predict a maximum density independent of the mass of the colliding n~c l e i ,~ the intranuclear cascade (INC) simulation forecasts a strong increase of the compression with the mass of the system: p/po=3.9 forTABLE I. Characteristic observables calculated for the cases HOH, BOB, and SOS for the systems 4 6~i + 4 6~i and 1 6 6~r + 1 6 6~r at the projectile energy E, as indicated: the quantity p/po is the maximum compression obtained in the course of the collision in the central region of the reaction, NWII is the number of binary collisions per reaction, N, the number of produced pions, N m l the multiplicity detected by the plastic ball, R1, the aspect ratio, and BF the flow angle. For central collisions of polarized beams and targets the most significant differences occur in the mean flow angle eF, which seems to be appropriate to discriminate HOH collisions from all other cases. enhanced equilibration in the heavier system. The decrease of eF with Elab from 50a at 0.8 GeV/nucleon to 36" at 2.1 GeV/nucleon for 4 6~i (HOH) is the result of an increased weight of the spectators because of their higher incident momenta.
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IMPACT PARAMETER AVERAGED COLLISIONS OF DEFORMED NUCLEI
Let us now discuss the influence of impact parameter averaging. A range of impact parameters up to halfnuclear radius is taken randomly with the appropnate geometnc weight. Peripheral collisions are excluded because fluctuations grow very fast at large impact parameters, i.e., when a decreasing number of particles is involved in the reaction.
The results of the calculations are listed in Table 11 . The dramatic (factor of 2) differences in flow angles obtained for central collisions have been diminished to about 20%. The systematics of the change is the Same as for central collisions.
One essential feature of noncentral collisions is the fact that in companson to the HOH reaction, the BOB configuration is related to larger reaction cross sections unless the vector pointing in the direction of maximum elongation is perpendicular to the reaction plane. Obviously the smaller reaction cross section of the HOH constellation is balanced by an increased number of collisions per participating nucleon. This geometrical argurnent is confirrned by finding that the same number of collisions occur in the HOH and BOB reaction, while in the HOH collisions one obsemes approximately 10% more spectators and in general greater widths of all obsemables.
Thus the influence of two competing mechanisms on the obsemables has to be considered. HOH reactions are characterized by more violent collisions at small impact parameters, whereas in the BOB case a more transparent reaction in a greater reaction volume mainly contributes at intermediate impact parameters. With the argument of more participating particles suffering a smaller number of collisions for BOB reactions we also can explain the considerable increase of pions which are created at large relative momenta within the first two collisions of each participating nucleon. The same holds for the decrease in the   FIG. 2 . Differential cross section d N / d E of all participant particles detected by the plastic ball in the laboratory system. The inclusive spectrum is obtained from reactions between spherical nuclei (full line) and from reactions with deformed polarized nuclei: The dotted line corresponds to the HOH orientation, the dashed line to the BOB case. We do not observe drastic differences within the constellations under consideration. aspect ratio, which is far away from the thermal limit so that even nucleons which have been scattered only once will decrease R 3.
The differential cross section d N / d E of all participant particles detected by the plastic ball in the laboratory system has been plotted for the cases HOH, BOB, and SOS in Fig. 2 . The deviations within the range of good statistics are less than 5% and thus become comparable to the uncertainties of the Monte Carlo simulation.
It is interesting to mention that for all cases the stan- Tables I and I1 for the reaction 4&Ti + 4 6~i at 2.1 GeV/nucleon).
At a projectile energy of 0.8 GeV/nucleon the same behavior in observables, cross sections, and standard deviation is revealed. The deviations from the spherical case SOS are in the same order of magnitude as at 2.1 GeV/nucleon. A1thOugh these studies (dotted line). Both reactions can be. considered practically yield some important insight into how geometry infiuequivalent. ences the observables, they are of no practical interest unless the orientation of the incident nuclei is exactly known: we do not know the consequence of a rotation of two Euler angles, which are determined randomly with one nuclei with respect to the other such as "belly on the corresponding geometrical weight. head" or a rotation of the two symmetry axes of each nuIn Table I11 we compare the results obtained from a clei out of the reaction plane. central collision of two spherical nuclei (case 5') with the In order to investigate the effects of random orientaresults from a central reaction between two randomly tions of target and projectile, both nuclei are rotated by oriented deformed nuclei (case Av). 
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As is to be expected, the dramatic differences in the flow angle OF, which allowed one to distinguish between the constellations HOH, BOB, and SOS have been drastically diminished as a result of the orientation average.
Still, one should note that BF is decreased by about 10% when deformed nuclei are studied as compared to spherical nuclei of the same mass. This prediction could be checked experimentally.
In general, the dynamics of the reaction at random orientation seems to be somewhat more transparent than in case S: besides a decrease in the number of collisions we obtain a smaller compression, worse degradation of the initial momenta, and smaller flow angles. All values for the observables under consideration lie in between the intervals which are defined by two extreme cases HOH and BOB and approach the values obtained from the reaction of two spherical nuclei and deviations of less than 10%.
The width of the distributions increases slightly due to the averaging procedure, especially that of the flow angle. However this increase is only about 10% compared to central collisions of spherical nuclei.
Finally, the energy spectrum d N / d E proves that the orientation averaging and the SOS reactions can be considered to be practically equivalent. It is interesting that the energy spectra for central collisions are peaked at the c.m. energy ( e 0 . 4 GeV/nucleon, see Fig. 3 ), while the impact parameter averaging results in a peak at E =O. This clearly demonstrates that almost complete stopping occurs in central collisions. Again, qualitatively analogous results are found at a beam energy of 0.8 GeV/nucleon.
V. REACTIONS OF NUCLEI WITH DEFORMED SHAPES AT RANDOM ORIENTATIONS AND IMPACT PARAMETERS
The present experimental situation (nonavailability of polarized beams and targets) is best simulated by averaging over all possible orientations of deformed nuclei as well as over impact parameters. The results of such an ensemble average (case Av) are compared to the impact parameter averaged reaction of two spherical nuclei in Table IV. Let us remember the tendency of the results from the impact parameter averaged ensemble (Sec. 111) and those from the average over orientations at central collisions in the last section: in both cases the observables tend towards the results obtained from the corresponding reac- tion of two spherical nuclei. As to be expected, averaging over the five free parameters (b,01i+1,02,~2) results in a de facto disappearance of all differences between observables in reactions of deformed and spherical nuclei, respectively. There is one exception, namely the pion yield: the higher number of N-N collisions results in an increase of N, for the case Av as compared to SOS. This effect was already pointed out in the discussion of the impact parameter averaged ensemble.
The inclusive Cross sections d N / d E for random orientations (Fig. 4) do not show a big difference to the case of polarized nuclei, Fig. 2 . There are slightly larger discrepancies between the spherical and randomly oriented deformed cases. Also at the lower beam energy no significant effects are observed. The differences between the cases S and Av become even smaller with decreasing energY.
If the standard deviation of the distributions of all obsemables is taken into account, we find an unexpected decrease of the widths of the distributions by about 10%. This indicates that although we have less spectators in the reaction with deformed nuclei, a large forward-peaked background of nonthermalized particles is the dominant contribution. On the other hand, the particles having suffered a large number of collisions, which implies large fluctuations, are of minor importance compared to reactions of two spherical nuclei.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper is to point out the influence of different initializations of nuclear shapes with strong quadnipole deformations for a rather light and a heavy system within the experimentally available range of relativistic projectile energies. We interpret the distinct differences between HOH and BOB collisions in terms of the increased stopping length. The tendency of the changes and their magnitude can be estimated if more complicated shapes like an additional hexadecupole deformation or other special orientations of the incoming nuclei would be considered. In the picture of the intranuclear cascade simulation, the present results should also hold approximately for heavier Systems.
We have found a non-negligible influence of the relative orientation in a central collision of deformed nuclei, which could provide information on how much of the initial state properties sumive a high energy heavy-ion collision. On the other hand, impact parameter averaging and random orientations yield much smaller differences as a result of the averaging. The distributions of the observables become slightly broader. For the situation of simultaneously requiring random orientations of the incoming nuclei and impact parameter averaging the former distinct differences practically disappear. The fluctuations in obsemables do not increase as a result of the ensemble average. Therefore in the present day experiment two incoming spherical nuclei represent a reasonable approximation for the description of relativistic heavy ion collisions, if nonpolarized beams and targets are used. GeV/nucleon) is illustrated in (C) .
